Abstract: We use data from the National Basketball Association (NBA) to analyze the impact of minimum salaries on an employee's career length. The NBA has a salary structure in which the minimum salary a player can receive increases with the player's years of experience. Salary schedules similar to the NBA's exist in public education, federal government agencies, the Episcopalian church, and unionized industries. Even though the magnitude of the salaries in the NBA differs from other industries, this study provides insight to the impact of this type of salary structure on career length. Using duration analysis, we find statistically significant evidence that minimum salaries shorten career length. 
Introduction
One of the tenets of the U.S. private sector industrial relations system is that union and management use collective bargaining to reach a mutually agreeable contract. Compromise is inevitable and neither side is ever totally satisfied with the outcome. Confounding the whole process however is the law of unintended consequences. On occasion both sides agree to a mutually beneficial position only to have profit maximizing market behavior thwart their efforts.
Such may have been the case when the National Basketball Players Association (NBPA) and the NBA owners reached an accord in 1998 to end a lockout that included a provision to pay veteran players a minimum wage scale based on years of experience. This egalitarian wage policy was agreed to because it was thought to provide a fairness to the players in the lower part of the wage distribution.
Unions have been documented to shift rents disproportionately to the lower skilled workers. (Freeman and Medoff 1984; Black and Parker 1985; and Parsons 1991.) Hill and Groothuis (2001) suggest that union rents can be redistributed from superstar's salaries to the average player's salaries because of the median voter rules in collective bargaining. Freeman and Medoff (1984) state: "In a simple voting model of union behavior in which union polices are set by the median voter a pattern of lower median than mean wages is likely to result in a policy of greater gains for the lower paid." Parsons (1992) finds that union wage distributions are more egalitarian than the median voter model predicts. One explanation he offers is that egalitarian wage polices may be favored by the majority as a means of union solidarity during strikes.
These union voice median voter tendencies may have been the catalyst to the implementation of a minimum wage scale based on experience.
The minimum wage scale, however, may provide market incentives to shorten careers of low skilled experienced players by replacing the high paid experienced players with cheaper less experienced players. Kahn (2000) suggests that sports business decisions provide labor market laboratories to tests implications of the overall labor market. We suggest that egalitarian minimum wage increases in sports markets may provides insights where salary schedules are similar to the NBA's such as in public education, federal government agencies, the Episcopalian church, and other unionized industries.
Institutional Background on NBA Minimum Wage Scale
The dataset for this analysis begins with the 1990-91 NBA season. At this time the NBA had a single minimum wage scale for players. 1 Actual figures are listed in Table 1 . Beginning with the 1995-96 season, the collective bargaining agreement (CBA) between the owners and players' union called for a rookie minimum scale and a somewhat higher minimum scale for veteran players. For instance, as shown in Table 1 , the rookie minimum was $200,000 in 1995-96 and the veteran minimum was $225,000. In the compromise CBA that concluded the lockout at the beginning of the 1998-99 season a minimum salary scale was set for each separate experience level from rookies through ten year and up veterans. Each additional year of experience garnered a higher guaranteed minimum salary (see Table 2 for details).
With the introduction of higher salaries for veteran players the CBA also created an economic incentive for teams to jettison older players in favor of younger ones. For instance, in 1 Actually beginning with the introduction of a salary cap in the NBA in 1983 teams that had limited or no room under the salary cap for their first round draft picks were required to pay them a minimum scale salary that was higher than the overall minimum used in this study. These first round picks were under guaranteed contracts and received higher salaries when cap room became available. Therefore we did not use these as an actual minimum wage scale constraint in this analysis. the 2008-09 season a ten year and up veteran player making the minimum salary earned $820,161 more than a second round draft pick earning the league minimum. Anticipating this dilemma, the negotiators of the CBA added requirements that only the portion of any veteran's salary at or below the four year level counts against the salary cap and any additional salary above the four year level is reimbursed to the team from a league-wide fund following the completion of the season. In the 2005 CBA the experience level for the "counts against cap" and payment for overage from a league-wide benefit fund was lowered from four to two years. Under these terms the difference between a rookie minimum salary in the 2008-09 season and a two year minimum salary was only $355,467.
The lowering of the number of years for the "counts against cap" and payment from the league-wide benefit fund makes one suspicious that teams were eliminating veterans in favor of rookies. This study will investigate this issue using duration analysis.
Theory and Model
A number of previous studies of professional sports leagues have made the assumption that teams maximize profits (Hamlen Jr., 2007; Fort and Quirk, 1995; Scully, 1974; Vrooman, 1995) . We also assume that NBA teams maximize profits. The revenue generated by player i is equal to the marginal revenue product from employing player i, MRPi. MRPi is also the maximum amount a team is willing to pay player i. In a perfectly competitive industry an employee's salary is equal to their marginal revenue product. In the NBA, employers may have monopsony power because players chosen in the NBA draft can sign contracts only with the team that drafts them.
Even though teams have some monopsony power, evidence reveals that player salaries are close to their marginal revenue products (MacDonald and Reynolds, 1994; Rosen and Sanderson, 2000) . The salary paid to player i, Si, is an amount that is negotiated between the player and the team (Conlin and Emerson, 2003) 
Player i's career length may be shortened. This mechanism can occur when a team is forced to give a player a raise that makes the salary paid by the team to player i greater than his marginal revenue product. The NBA's salary structure along with the salary structure of any other industry that employs a minimum salary schedule has the ability to artificially increase the minimum cost of an input for teams whether there is a corresponding increase in the value of the player or not.
The second mechanism operates when the minimum salary schedule causes the profits per player from hiring player i to fall below the profits per player from hiring player j. Player j is the individual with the largest profits per player not previously employed by the team who is capable of replacing player i's duties on the team. If this occurs, the team is going to dismiss player i and hire player j. Player i's career length is shortened if no other team employs player i. Therefore,
player i's career length may be shortened. This mechanism can occur when a team is forced to increase the part of a player's salary that is paid by the team that makes the profits per player from employing player i less than the profits per player from employing player j.
Duration Analysis
Berger and Black (1998) developed a semi-parametric hazard function technique to examine the duration of periods in which recipients received Medicaid payments. Groothuis and Hill (2004) adapted the methodology to examine issues regarding racially motivated retention of white players in the NBA brought to light by Hoang and Rascher (1999) ; Groothuis and Hill (2008) used the same methodology to revisit claims by Jiobu (1988) To understand how stock data influences a likelihood function we follow the notation of Berger, Black, and Scott (2004) . Suppose the probability mass function (pmf) of durations is
 , where t is the duration of the career, x is a vector of performance and personal characteristics, and  is a vector of parameters. Now denote F(t,x,) as the cumulative distribution function; then the probability that a career lasts at least t years is simply 1 -F(t,x, ). If we define the hazard function as h(t,x,)  f(t,x,) / S(t,x,) where S is the survivor function,
and apply the definition of conditional probabilities, we may express the pmf as
If we have a sample of n observations, {t 1 , t 2 , . . ., t n }, the likelihood function of the sample is
Often it is not possible to observe all careers until they end, hence careers are often rightcensored. Let the set A be the set of all observations where the players' careers are completed and the set B be the set of all observations where the careers are right censored. For the set of right-censored observations, all we know is that the actual length of the career is greater than t i , the observed length of the career up through the last year. Because we know that the actual length of the career is longer than we observe then the contribution of these observations to the likelihood function is just the survivor function (S).
To introduce stock sampling, let the set C be the set of careers that were in progress when data collection began. For these observations, we know that the career i has lasted for r years before the panel begins so the likelihood must be adjusted by the conditional probability of the career having length r. Of course, some stock-sampled observations may be right-hand censored.
Let the set D be the set of all stock-sampled observations that are also right-hand censored. An example of a career that is both right and left censored would be a player that starts his career prior to 1989 and ends his career after 2008, an unlikely event. Taking into account all four sets:
A, B, C, and D the likelihood function becomes
In equation (3) the contribution of censored, stock-sampled observations to the likelihood function is strictly from the last two terms; such observations simply provide information about the survivor function between (r,t).
Thus we, as Berger, Black and Scott (2004) , have expressed the likelihood function as a function of the hazard functions. All that remains is to specify the form of a hazard function and estimate by means of maximum likelihood estimation. As the hazard function is the conditional probability of exiting NBA given that the NBA career lasted until the previous season, the hazard function must have a range from zero to one. In principle, any mapping with a range from zero to one will work. For our purposes we choose the logit model. Thus a player who begins his NBA career during the panel and plays for 6 years will enter the data set 6 times: the value of his dependent variable will be zero for the first 5 years (tenure one through five) and be equal to one for the sixth year.
To illustrate a stock sample consider another player who enters the panel with 7 years of NBA job tenure prior to 1989 the first year of the panel, then plays for an additional 3 years for a 10 year career. For this player we ignore his first 7 years of tenure because he is left-hand censored. As the equation of the likelihood function with stock data indicates, the duration of a NBA career prior to the beginning of the panel makes no contribution to the value of the likelihood function. Therefore only years 8 through 10 will enter the data set with the dependent variable taking on the value zero for years 8 and 9 and in the 10 th year it takes on a value of one with this player appearing in the data set a total of 3 times. Note for all players who are right-hand censored, we do not know when their career ends so their dependent variables are always coded as zero.
Because the players in the panel have varying degrees of job tenure prior to the beginning of the panel, we identify the hazard function for both long and short careers. The disadvantage to this approach is that the vector  t of equation (3) 
where (t) is a 4 th order polynomial of the player's tenure in NBA. For positive performance measures such as points, rebounds, assists, steals, and blocks it is expected that apriori higher values of any of these variables should increase the probability of duration. Likewise, an increase in turnovers should decrease the probability of duration. The only biographical data included in the study is height; it is expected that taller players last longer in the league. The draft number of each player is included as a proxy for player potential following college or a foreign league career; the draft number ranged in value from one for the first player selected in the draft to 60 for the last player selected in the second round.
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It is expected apriori that a lower draft number will improve duration; therefore the coefficient of draft number should be negative.
The number of teams in the NBA rose from 27 teams at the beginning of this study to 29 teams at the beginning of the 1995-96 season to 30 teams beginning with the 2004-05 season.
Since the number of teams obviously affects a players probability of retention on a roster from one season to the next we created dummy variables for the time periods 1995-2003 and 2004-2008, leaving 1990-1994 as the control group.
To examine the effect of the collectively bargained minimum wage scale salaries on the duration we utilize three separate measures. First, following the approach of Ducking and
Bollinger (2012) we use the mandatory raise in base salary that a player must receive from year t to year t+1 in order for the player to earn the minimum salary for year t+1. All salaries are adjusted to 2008 dollars to alleviate inflation impacted results. Second, to examine the dilemma a team general manager faces in trying to decide whether or not to keep a veteran player earning a league minimum or a rookie earning a lower minimum we subtract the rookie minimum from the veteran minimum, again using real dollar figures. Lastly, to take in to consideration the collectively bargained institutional requirements designed to encourage teams to retain veteran players we subtract the rookie minimum from the counts against the cap figure for veteran players.
Empirical Results
Descriptive statistics for the variables used in the logit regression are found in Table 3 .
Of particular interest are the values of the three measures of pay differentials used in this study. Table 3 are the means and standard deviations of the variables. The real mandatory raise is significantly lower than the real difference in a veteran's minimum salary versus the rookie minimum or the real difference between a veteran's minimum salary versus the counts against cap amount.
All of the values of these variables are measured in 2008 dollars. The figures shown in
Unlike the NFL analyzed by Ducking and Bollinger (2012) , the NBA does not have as many veteran players that earn the league minimum from one year to the next. The NFL has a larger roster, more injuries, and special teams. All of these factors lead to situations where journeyman players earn minimum salaries while biding their time for a chance to start. The NFL also has a hard salary that puts pressure on teams to keep the salaries of these players at minimum levels.
The NBA has a soft salary cap with several exceptions some of which are designed to increase the salaries of veteran non-star players (Hill and Groothuis 2001) .
The results of the logit analysis utilizing real mandatory raise as an explanatory variable are shown in Table 4 The result of main interest in Table 4 is that the coefficient for the real mandatory raise is not significant in any of the time periods. This stands in stark contrast to the results of Ducking and Bollinger (2012) for the NFL but is not unexpected given the differences in the NFL and NBA outlined above.
Turning attention to Table 5 the logit analysis results are shown in which pay differential is measured as the real difference in a veteran's minimum salary versus the rookie minimum. All of the results are very similar to the results in Table 4 concerning the effects of draft number and performance on duration. Again the key focus is the coefficient for the real difference in a veteran's minimum salary versus the rookie minimum. In all time periods the coefficient of this variable is highly significant, 1% level, and properly signed in all periods tested, even in the brief 1995-1997 time period in which there was only a rookie and a veteran minimum that differed by only $25,000 to $30,500.
When the NBA Players Association negotiated the veteran minimum pay scale by experience shown in Table 2 Therefore, in Table 6 Logit results in Table 6 show similar findings for draft number and performance variables 
Summary and Conclusions
The conclusions from the empirical work of this paper are in some sense a simple affirmation that basic microeconomic principles of profit maximization will always prevail in the marketplace. Profit-maximizing owners will hire lower cost workers if the marginal revenue product of the workers is the same. The NBA is no exception to this rule.
Efforts by the NBA Players Association to negotiate higher minimum salaries for veteran players and limit economic incentives not retain such veterans were not totally successful. We find strong evidence that these veteran minimum salaries have a negative impact on career length. Obviously the NBA, NBA Players union, and/or players' agents were monitoring the consequences of the original format of the veteran minimum pay plan negotiated in the 1998
CBA and attempted to remedy the disincentives to retain veterans in the 2005 CBA. Our results indicate that these changes still were not enough.
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In the interest of fairness we must point out that any attempts at rent-sharing in collective bargaining agreements can only be evaluated in hindsight. Since the players in question are not stars their roster spot on an NBA team is tenuous at best. Even if all else is equal teams may decide to keep a rookie over a veteran player hoping the rookie has some upside potential. The economic welfare gain by the few veterans who retain a roster spot and the higher minimum salary may offset the economic welfare loss of the few veterans who are not retained.
These results have important implications for other industries because whenever minimum salaries force a worker's pay to be higher than their value to the firm, the worker's career length is expected to be shortened regardless of industrial structure, gender, or magnitude of minimum salaries. We argue that career lengths will be shortened any time the employer has the ability to dismiss or fire workers and the salary structure forces the firm to pay the worker more than the value of the worker to the firm. Therefore, any industry that has a minimum salary schedule in place should be aware that this salary structure has the ability to shorten the career length of an employee when it forces the employer to pay the employee more than the employee's value to the firm. Vrooman, John, "A General Theory of Professional Sports Leagues," 1995, Southern Economic Journal, vol. 61, no. 4, pp. 971-990 . 1990-1991 120,000 1991-1992 130,000 1992-1993 140,000 1993-1994 150,000 1994-1995 150,000 1995-1996 200,000 225,000 1996-1997 220,000 247,500 1997-1998 242,000 272,500
Figures were obtained from Patricia Bender's website entitled: Patricia Various Basketball Stuff: http://www.eskimo.com/~pbender/index.html Table 2 .
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